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Definitions & Abbreviations 

TERM/ABBREVIATION DEFINITION/DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

ConOps Concept of Operations  

Demonstration Project The HiRUC Demonstration, including both 
parts 1 and 2  

 

DIT Honolulu City & County Department 
of Information Technology  

 

GPS Global Positioning Systems   

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System  

HDOT Hawaii Department of Transportation   

HiRUC Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration  

HiRUC Administration Name given to the administrative entity tasked 

with recruiting Demonstration Participants, 
verifying the correct computation of road 
usage charges, and performing any 
compliance activities recommended by HDOT 

 

MRM Mileage Reporting Method   

OBDII On Board Diagnostics standard, version 2  

PMVI Periodic Motor Vehicle Inspection  

RUC Road Usage Charge  

VIN Vehicle Identification Number  
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1. Overview 

This document extends the Concept of Operations (ConOps) that was developed for Part 1 of a 
demonstration road usage charge system for Hawaii (HiRUC). This ConOps serves as a basis for the 
development of the automated distance reporting elements of the demonstration system. 

A ConOps is often the first systems engineering document produced in a systems development 
process, with the intent of completely describing all system functionality in a non-technical way. A 
ConOps supports discussions among stakeholders – discussions that should lead to agreement on 
major design decisions before implementation details are decided. The relationship of the ConOps to 
other demonstration elements is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Place of the Concept of Operations in HiRUC system development 

 
 

This ConOps describes how various system users and demonstration stakeholders will interact with the 
HiRUC demonstration systems. It includes descriptions of high-level functionality but does not include 
detailed system specifications or describe the interfaces between systems in technical terms. Nothing 
in the ConOps should be interpreted to contradict anything in the other specification documents—the 
other documents (System Requirements, Interface Control, Business Rules, are the documents that 
govern the system definition. 
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The ConOps is a living document that should be updated as final design decisions are made. The 
ConOps should also be revisited once the demonstration is operational to ensure it reflects lessons-
learned from the implementation and launch phases of the project. 

1.1. Demonstration Description 

Part 2 of the HiRUC demonstration project is intended to test a methodology for assessing a road 
usage charge on passenger vehicles using primarily non-state assets, including private sector account 
managers and commercially-available technologies that partly automate periodic mileage reporting. 
Unlike Part 1, which leverages the data collection performed during the Periodic Motor Vehicle 
Inspection (PMVI) process (locally referred to as “safety checks”), the Part 2 reporting methods are not 
reliant on PMVI. They do, however, require motorists to actively engage in RUC-specific reporting 
activities or install after-market equipment in their vehicles. 

1.2. Goals and Objectives of the HiRUC Demonstration 

The goals of Part 2 are the same as for Part 1. The HiRUC demonstration project has the following 
goals: 

► Help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage charge would work 

► Promote understanding and level of comfort with RUC 

► Determine level of public acceptance of the RUC concept when it is demonstrated in Hawaii 

► Examine the revenue potential and benefits of the new RUC system compared with gas tax 
revenues 

► Identify and enable policy analysis (public acceptance and financial). 

The objectives of Part 2 of the demonstration project are to: 

► Evaluate the technical and operational feasibility, and viability of the RUC system based on low-
tech and high-tech mileage reporting methods  

► Test mileage reporting options and frequency for drivers for whom the annual, PMVI-based process 
is unsuitable (e.g., those who accrue significant off-road mileage or for whom more frequent 
payments are easier to manage) 

► Test an open system design that is technology neutral and potentially allows entry of multiple 
service providers, and use of various methods and technologies for collecting and reporting road 
usage charge  

► Demonstrate ability to handle data securely and protect privacy of vehicle owners under a private 
service provider configuration 

► Provide vehicle owners with mileage reporting method options and evaluate the user experience 
and response to the different methods 

► Assess viability and operational-effectiveness of each mileage reporting method through 
measurable outputs 

► Demonstrate how private sector partners (service providers) and technology can be leveraged to 
support RUC 

► Understand the marginal costs associated with a private-sector-managed RUC system 
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► Understand operational aspects of a RUC system under a private service provider configuration; 
demonstrate transparency/auditability of such a system; identify corresponding issues and provide 
a quantitative base for recommendations 

► Encourage engagement and elicit further feedback from end users interacting with the system to 
collect information on level of understanding and acceptance of RUC under a private service 
provider configuration. 

In addition, Part 1 and Part 2 of the demonstration have the joint objectives of: 

► Increasing the public’s awareness of and familiarity with the RUC concept 

► Assessing acceptability of various mileage reporting methods to the public 

► Assessing public preferences for RUC design such frequency of RUC payments. 

The HiRUC ConOps is presented in six sections, including this overview, as illustrated in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Organization of the Concept of Operations 

 

The system described in this document is designed to support the goals and objectives of the Hawaii 
Road Usage Charge Demonstration. It will:  

► Demonstrate how private sector partners (service providers) and technology can be leveraged to 
support RUC by: 

► Testing various technology-enabled mileage reporting methods (supported by 
Demonstration Participants recruited for the project, referred to as Participants 
in the rest of this document) 

► Providing RUC account services and optionally some value-added services, 
though a private-sector partner (Service Provider) 

► Computing fuel tax and road usage charges according to policy orientations  

► Generating Road Usage Reports for vehicles on a periodic basis that is more frequent than possible 
for PMVI-based driving reports 

► Sending Road Usage Reports to registered vehicle owners  
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► Promote understanding and familiarity with RUC by: 

► Providing a hands-on demonstration 

► Providing user-choice in mileage reporting methods 

► Providing a “non-government” account management option 

► Supporting simple, cohesive and seamless end-user processes  

► Supporting consistent communications with end users  

► Conforming to data privacy and security policy guidelines  

► Offering excellent customer service 

► Encourage engagement and elicit feedback from registered vehicles owners receiving an invoice 
by: 

 Providing support through the service provider, demonstration website and 
support email 

 Identifying, and when possible resolving, difficulties encountered by registered 
vehicle owners  

 Identify and enable policy analysis of both financial and public acceptance topics by: 

 Collecting data on the public’s level of RUC understanding and acceptance 
through surveys 

 Collecting and consolidating fuel tax and mileage consumption data 

 Reconciling demonstration data to identify inconsistencies 

 Analyzing and reporting on demonstration data Road Usage Reports. 
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2. The HiRUC (Part 2) Ecosystem 

Part 2 of the HiRUC project involves interactions between 
several components, among them: 

► Participants, the subset of drivers who sign up with the 
project and select a technology-enabled option for 
reporting their mileage on a periodic basis 

► Stakeholders such as drivers and vehicle owners, PMVI 
inspectors, HDOT, City and County of Honolulu 
Department of Information Technology, Department of 
Taxation, and Counties 

► Administrative components, including the demonstration administration team 

► Technical components, including the PMVI system, the state’s vehicle registration system, and the 
HiRUC databases and software components 

2.1. Participants 

As illustrated in Figure 3, participants are at the center 
of the HiRUC ecosystem. A small subset of volunteer 
Hawaii drivers will be recruited to test the various 
automated reporting options during Part 2 of the 
HiRUC Demonstration. These Participants will be 
asked to: 

► Select a technology-enabled mileage reporting method 

► Based on the method they choose, either: 

 Install a small mileage-reporting device in their car  

 Periodically take photos of their odometer (using 
their smartphone’s camera) and submit the photo 
via a smartphone app 

 Enable distance-reporting in their vehicle’s 
telematics system 

 Review the Road Usage Reports they receive (on 
a monthly basis) and provide feedback about the 
demonstration. 

2.2. Stakeholders 

Stakeholders are individuals and organizations that will be impacted by both the conduct and the 
outcome of the demonstration. Among the key stakeholders in HiRUC are: 

► Drivers 

► Vehicle owners 

Figure 3: Relationship of the 

components of the HiRUC (Part 2) 

Ecosystem 
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► HDOT 

► Department of Taxation 

► City and County of Honolulu DIT 

► Federal Highway Administration 

► Hawaii County 

► Kauai County 

► Maui County 

► Molokai County 

2.3. Administrative Components 

Unlike Part 1 of the demonstration, where the bulk of administrative activities (identifying vehicles that 
should receive Road Usage Reports, maintaining vehicle records, collecting mileage data) occur 
through either county DMVs, DIT, or PMVI, Part 2’s administrative activities will occur primarily at the 
Service Provider. The Service Provider is a private-sector entity that will: 

► Maintain vehicle account information, including type of vehicle, EPA-estimate MPG ratings, owner 
name and mailing address, and other information 

► Collect mileage data through the mileage reporting method it provides to demonstration participants 

► Calculate RUC-charges 

► Calculate or estimate gas-taxes paid 

► Provide customer service 

As with Part 1, additional administrative functions will be conducted by the HiRUC Administration, which 
will create Road Usage Reports based on data provided by the Service Providers, provide general, 
non-technical customer service via hiruc.org, and solicit feedback from Participants via surveys. 

2.4. Technical Components 

► HiRUC Part 2 includes a number of technology components that support the activities of the 
Service Provider, HiRUC Administration, and Participants. These will include a combination of: 

► GNSS (GPS) receivers 

► Native automaker telematics 

► After-market telematics systems, such as OBDII plug-in devices 

► Smartphone apps or camera-equipped mobile phones  

► HiRUC Demonstration databases and cloud applications 

► Service Provider databases and customer-support systems 
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3. The Operational Concepts 

Part 2 of the HiRUC Demonstration uses a private-sector 
service provider and technology-enabled mileage reporting to 
collect information about the distance a vehicle has travelled in 
Hawaii. Service provider databases along with software tools 
developed specifically for the demonstration determine distance 
driven and estimate fuel consumed and fuel tax paid. Based on 
this data, Road Usage Reports are prepared for enrolled 
vehicles and emailed to the vehicle owner.  

Unlike the manual distance reporting that is tested in Part 1 of 
the demonstration, the overall concept for Part 2 requires 

drivers or vehicle owners to create a “RUC account” with a service provider and either install devices in 
their cars, periodically report odometer readings using a smartphone app or camera-equipped mobile 
phones, or enable their vehicle’s telematics system to report distance driven1. The design of the system 
requires drivers to form a new relationship with a Service Provider but they will experience no changes 
at the way they interact with their local Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) or PMVI. They will receive 
a Road Usage Report by email and will be encouraged to provide feedback about their impressions of 
the report and the RUC concept. 

 

  

 

No changes to vehicle 
registration or renewal 

No changes to driving No changes to PMVI  

    

NEW: Create an account 
with a Service Provider 

NEW: Use technology-
enabled devices to 
report distance driven 

NEW: Receive a Road 
Usage Report by email 

NEW: Provide feedback 
to the demonstration 
team. 

 

At a high level, participants in the Part 2 demonstration will perform the activities illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

1 The final demonstration design will include a subset of the operational concepts described in this section. 
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Figure 4: Participant Journey Through the Demonstration 

 
 

HiRUC Part 2 will feature a single commercial service provider that offers multiple mileage reporting 
methods to Participants. Participants will be able to select the method of their choice in Step 2 above. 
The full range of possible mileage reporting methods is described below.  

3.1. Mileage Reporting Methods 

Participants for the Part 2 demonstration will have the choice to select from a variety of methods for 
reporting mileage. The demonstration will include options for both fully-automated mileage reporting as 
well as an option that requires periodic action on the part of the Participant. The options available 
during the demonstration will depend on the technical offerings of the selected Service Provider, and 
the specific options available to each Participant will depend on the vehicle they choose to enroll in the 
demonstration. The full range of mileage reporting methods anticipated for the demonstration is 
illustrated in Figure 5, but it is anticipated only three of the four methods illustrated will be offered. 
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Figure 5: Mileage Reporting Methods 

 
 

3.1.1. Fully Automated Reporting Methods 

The fully-automated reported methods are those that require no user interaction once the initial set-up 
is completed. The demonstration anticipates offering two fully-automated reporting methods from 
among the three illustrated in Figure 5. Mileage Reporting Method 1 (OBDII plug-in device with location 
awareness) will be offered for eligible vehicles. Depending on the technical capabilities of the vendor 
selected as Service Provider, either Mileage Reporting Method 2a (OBDII plug-in device without 
location awareness) or Mileage Reporting Method 2b (native vehicle telematics) will also be offered. 

 The OBDII plug-in device with location awareness will be a core offering 
during the demonstration. This mileage reporting method utilizes a small device 
that plugs into a vehicles on-board diagnostic port. These diagnostic ports are 
widely found in model year 1996 and newer passenger vehicles. The device 
communicates with the vehicle’s internal computer to collect data about vehicle 
performance. Depending on the exact make and model of car, the device may 

be able to read distance travelled and fuel consumption. The particular type of device used in this 
option also contains a cellular modem for sending data to the Service Provider and a GPS chipset, 
which is used to determine the vehicle’s location.  

If a participant selects this option, they will receive the plug-in device in the mail. They must then plug it 
into the vehicle. The devices typically self-initiate and begin collecting data within a few minutes. The 
Service Provider will provide installation and trouble-shooting support through their customer service 
lines. Once installed, the Participant typically will not have any further interaction with the device for the 
duration of the demonstration. Exceptions include: 

► Re-installing the device if it is removed during vehicle servicing (mechanics use the same port to 
perform engine diagnostics) 

► Re-installing the device if it is accidentally removed 
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► Removing the device and installing a new one if the Service Provider detects device failure (this is 
rare). 

This mileage reporting method is offered for the following reasons: 

1. It allows Participants to receive Road Usage Reports at more frequent intervals than is possible 
under the Part 1 demonstration design (which produces annual Driving Reports) 

It allows Participants to have off-road and private-road mileage deducted from the RUC calculation. 
This may be important for farmers and others who drive significant distances on private land 

2. It allows Participants who drive out of state to deduct non-Hawaii mileage from their total. While 
this is not as common for residents of Hawaii as residents of other states, it certainly does 
occur. 

The demonstration may offer the option of an OBDII plug-in device that does 
not have GPS capabilities. The mechanics of receiving and installing the device 
are identical to those for Mileage Reporting Method 1. The only difference 
between Mileage Reporting Method 2a and Mileage Reporting Method 1 is that 
the device used for 2a does not have a GPS chipset, so it cannot determine a 
vehicle’s location. 

Either this mileage reporting method or Mileage Reporting Method 2b will be offered. It is anticipated 
that Mileage Reporting Method 2b will not provide location data to the Service Provider. Note that any 
service provider that is able to provide native vehicle telematics with location data is encouraged to do 
so.  

If the Service Provider selected offers a good, cost-effective technical solution 
for reporting miles driven using a vehicle’s native telematics system, Mileage 
Reporting Method 2b may be offered instead of Mileage Reporting Method 2a.  

“Native” vehicle telematics are those in-vehicle (original equipment) systems that 
combine computing and telecommunications capabilities to send vehicle data to 
automakers. Examples include OnStar, Hyundai Blue Link, and Audi Connect.  

This reporting method does not require Participants to install any new hardware into their vehicles, but 
it does require them to take action to link their vehicle’s telematics account with the Service Provider. 
The exact steps will vary depending on the Service Provider’s offering and the automaker. As with both 
OBDII plug-in options, the Service Provider will provide set-up and trouble-shooting support through 
their customer service lines. 

It is anticipated that only one of the 2a and 2b solutions will be offered since both share many 
characteristics, including: 

Both allow creation of Road Usage Reports orts more frequently than the annual cycle demonstrated in 
Part 1 

Neither provide location data to the Service Provider or HiRUC Demonstration administration 

Both allow fully-automated mileage reporting that does not require driver action (once the reporting 
method is set up). 
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Because neither 2a nor 2b reports location (GPS) data to the Service Provider, off-road, private-road, 
and out-of-state miles are not deducted from the RUC calculation on the Road Usage Report. In this 
way, but 2a and 2b are similar to the Part 1 demonstration.  

3.1.2. User-Initiated Reporting Methods 

In addition to the fully-automated reporting methods, one user-initiated (but 
technology-supported) option will also be offered. The Service Provider will 
offer Participants the option to submit odometer images on a periodic basis 
using their mobile phone camera2. The images will be submitted using either 
the Service Provider’s smartphone app or a web service3. This option may be 
attractive to Participants who do not wish to install any equipment into their 

vehicles. It is also the only option available to drivers of cars manufactured prior to 1996 and some 
models of plug-in electric cars4. 

As with both Mileage Reporting Method 2a and 2b, this reporting option does not provide any capability 
to deduct off-road, private-road, or out of state mileage. It does, however, provide an option for more 
frequent Road Usage Reports than the annual cycle established in Part 1. 

3.2. Key Considerations 

This section briefly describes technical and operational considerations that are important for 
understanding how the demonstration will function. These include: 

► Timing of distance calculation 

► Timing of Driving Report creation 

► Vehicle compatibility with various mileage reporting methods 

► Data availability for gas tax estimates 

► Road Usage Reports 

► Technologies available for reporting distance driven (mileage reporting methods) 

► Exemptions for off-road mileage. 

3.2.1. Timing of Distance Calculations 

Part of the rationale for Part 2 of the demonstration is to offer options to drivers for whom 
Part 1 (PMVI-based reporting) is unsuitable, either because it does not support 
automated exemptions for driving outside the Hawaii public road network or because a 
single annual RUC payment may present a financial hardship.  

Since a goal of the demonstration is to help vehicle owners visualize how a road usage 
charge would work and gauge their response to the policy, a fairly consistent length of time is desirable 

 

2 The preferred technology configuration uses a smartphone camera and app to report odometer readings. Depending on the 
selected Service Provider’s technical offerings, it is possible this reporting will take place through a webpage rather than an 
app. In this case, any mobile phone with web connectivity and a camera could be used. This option is less preferred because it 
requires more action on the part of the Participant. 
3 The exact method of taking and submitting the odometer photo will depend on the technical design of the vendor selected as 
Service Provider.  
4 These vehicle populations do not have OBDII ports. 
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for distance calculation from vehicle to vehicle. In Part 2, the most automated methods (OBDII plug-in 
devices) report distance driven on a continual basis, so distance calculation could occur daily, weekly, 
monthly, quarterly, or annually. For demonstration purposes, anyone selecting an OBDII option will 
receive Road Usage Reports on a monthly basis.  

The native telematics option, if offered, could generate Road Usage Reports on a monthly or quarterly 
basis. The frequency will be determined based on the Service Provider’s technical solution (if a native 
telematics solution is offered).  

The photo-based odometer-reporting app requires drivers to actively submit data to their Service 
Provider. It is unrealistic to expect drivers to do this more often than quarterly.  

So, throughout Part 2 the timing of distance calculations and subsequent mailing of Road Usage 
Reports may vary – monthly for the most automated methods5 and quarterly for the least automated 
methods. 

3.2.2. Timing of Road Usage Report Creation 

It is envisioned that Road Usage Reports will be created in batches, as new distance data becomes 
available from the Service Provider. As such, some time (up to a week) may elapse between the period 
covered on the Road Usage Report and a driver’s receipt of their Road Usage Report by email. This 
should not be a major concern since consumers are used to receiving invoices and bills such as utility 
bills and credit card statements days or weeks after the period covered by the statement. 

3.2.3. Vehicle Compatibility With Various Mileage Reporting Methods 

Older passenger vehicles (those manufactured before 1996) may not have an on-board diagnostic port 
compatible with the OBDII plug-in devices used in Mileage Reporting Method 1 and Mileage Reporting 
Method 2a. Only newer cars (2015 and newer) are widely equipped with native telematics, and not all 
telematics systems will be compatible with the Service Provider’s technology solution (option 2b). As 
such, the variety of options available to a given Participant will depend on the vehicle they enroll. The 
Service Provider will evaluate each vehicle in real-time during demonstration account creation and 
inform the Participant of the mileage reporting options available for their particular vehicle. 

3.2.4. Data availability for gas tax estimates 

The estimated amount of gas taxes paid will be determined based on: 

1. EPA-estimated city/highway combined MPG rating, which will be identified using the 
vehicle’s VIN – OR – fuel consumption calculated from data reported by an in-vehicle 
device 

2. Total distance driven, based on data reported by either in-vehicle technology or smartphone app 

3. (possibly) County in which the vehicle is registered.  

Because the distance driven is the total over a period of time, with no indication of the split between 
highway driving and in-town driving, and because driver behavior can dramatically impact fuel 

 

5 Depending on the value added services proposed by the selected Service Provider, it is possible drivers will have access to 
near-real time distance reports via a website or smartphone app. However, “official” distance calculations would occur only the 
defined period – likely monthly. 
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economy, the gas tax estimates will have different degrees of accuracy from driver to driver, vehicle to 
vehicle. 

3.2.5. Road Usage Reports 

The Road Usage Reports will be emailed to vehicle owners as a means of engaging people with RUC 
policy and soliciting their opinions and feedback. RURs will be checked for accuracy and that the data 
used to create a Road Usage Report is robust and complete.  

3.2.6. Technologies Available for Reporting Distance Driven (Mileage Reporting Methods) 

► OBD-II with GPS (Mileage Reporting Method 1) 

► Once installed, completely automated reporting – no driver action required 

► Allows automated exemptions for off-road, private-road, and non-Hawaii mileage 

► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process 

► OBD-II without GPS (possible – Mileage Reporting Method 2a) 

► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process 

► Once installed, completely automated reporting – no driver action required 

► Native telematics (possible – Mileage Reporting Method 2b) 

► Built-in to vehicle, no additional hardware 

► Once activated, completely automated reporting – no driver action required 

► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process 

► Could eventually allow automated exemptions for off-road mileage, but not within the timeframe of 
the HiRUC Demonstration 

► Smartphone app or camera-equipped mobile phone (odophoto – Mileage Reporting Method 3) 

► Requires periodic driver activity (must take and send odophoto) 

► Allows more frequent payment (for actual distance) than PMVI process demonstrated in Part 1 

► Does not provide automated exemption for off-road mileage 

3.2.7. Exemptions for Off-road Mileage 

► Requires use of good digital maps 

► Requires a documented process for contesting mileage allocations (on-road and off-road) 

► Requires documented process for updating digital maps 

3.3. Technical Summary of the Mileage Reporting Methods 

Table 1 through Table 4 summarize the technical features of each of the mileage reporting methods 
deployed in the Technology Test Drive. 
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Table 1: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Method #1 (OBD-II Plug-in Device with GPS) 

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for distance driven on public roads 

• County rate varies by county in which miles are driven (tbd) 

Distance reporting method: Data collected by in-vehicle device  

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System 

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants by: Service Provider 

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. 

distance driven, VIN) from Service Provider to 
HiRUC: 

Secure API  

Frequency of data updates from Service 
Provider to HiRUC Administration: 

Monthly  

Frequency of Road Usage Reports Monthly 

Target vehicle population: Model Year 1996 and newer vehicles 

Expected duration: 9 months (up to 9 Road Usage Reports) 

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data 

Compiled survey responses. 

 

Table 2: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Methods #2a (OBD-II Plug-in Device Without GPS) 

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven 

• County rate varies by county in which vehicle is registered (tbd) 

Distance reporting method: Data collected from in-vehicle device  

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System 

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants 
by: 

Service Provider 

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. 
distance driven, VIN) from Service Provider to 
HiRUC: 

Secure API  

Frequency of data updates from Service 
Provider to HiRUC Administration: 

Monthly  

Frequency of Road Usage Reports: Monthly 

Target vehicle population: Model Year 1996 and newer vehicles 

Expected duration: 9 months (up to 9 Road Usage Reports) 

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data 

Compiled survey responses. 
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Table 3: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Method #2b (Native Automaker Telematics) 

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven 

• County rate varies by county in which vehicle is registered (if 
location is not detected) (tbd) 

Distance reporting method: Data collected from in-vehicle device  

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System 

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants 

by: 
Service Provider 

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. 

distance driven, VIN) from Service Provider to 
HiRUC: 

Secure API  

Frequency of data updates from Service 

Provider to HiRUC Administration: 
Monthly or Quarterly  

Frequency of Road Usage Reports: Monthly or Quarterly 

Target vehicle population: Late-model vehicles with native telematics that are compatible with 
the Service Provider solution 

Expected duration: 9 months 

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data 

Compiled survey responses. 

 

Table 4: HiRUC Part 2 Mileage Reporting Method #3 (Odometer Photo Submitted via 

Smartphone App) 

Charging structure: Flat per-mile rate for all distance driven 

• County rate varies by county in which vehicle is registered (tbd) 

Distance reporting method: Data collected from in-vehicle device  

Road Usage Reports generated by: HiRUC System 

Road Usage Reports emailed to participants 

by: 
Service Provider 

Method for transmitting charging data (e.g. 
distance driven, VIN) from Service Provider to 
HiRUC: 

Secure API  

Frequency of data updates from Service 

Provider to HiRUC Administration: 
Monthly  

Frequency of Road Usage Reports: Quarterly 

Target vehicle population: TBD 

Expected duration: 9 months (up to 3 Road Usage Reports) 

Expected outputs: Compiled (anonymized) driving data 

Compiled survey responses. 
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4. System Overview 

Figure 6 illustrates the HiRUC Automated RUC Test Drive 
System (Part 2) system.  

Beginning at the left of the diagram, demonstration Participants 
(in their volunteered vehicles) drive on the road network. 

Participants’ distance driven is reported to their Service Provider 
using the technology-enabled reporting method selected by the 
Participant.  

Periodically, the Service Provider sends data to the HiRUC 
Administration, which combines the data – according to Charging Policy – and creates Road Usage 
Reports. The Road Usage Reports are then emailed to the vehicle owner by the Service Provider.  

Finally, the vehicle owner provides feedback about the charging policy to the project via on-line 
surveys, telephone calls, or public meetings. 

Figure 6: HiRUC (Part 2) Overview 

 
 

4.1. Functional Elements of HiRUC Part 2 

The HiRUC Demonstration (Part 2) system contains the following functional elements, which are 
summarized in Figure 7: 
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► Account management – Participants will establish accounts with the Service Provider (one account 
per Participant, one or more vehicles may be registered under the single account depending on 
final demonstration design). Service Providers are responsible for Part 2 account management.  

► As part of account management, the Service Provider will perform the following functions: 

 Provide a web-based portal that allows participants to create an account and register vehicles 
for the demonstration 

 Provide a web-based portal that allows participants to modify account information (e.g., change 
address) during the demonstration 

 Determine (via a VIN lookup service) the mileage reporting method(s) a particular vehicle is 
eligible for 

 Provide customer service support by phone and email 

 Distribute mileage reporting technology (when applicable) 

 Mail plug-in devices for Mileage Reporting Methods 1 and 2a 

 Provide account/data access instructions for Mileage Reporting Method 2b 

 Distribute the odometer photo app or manage photo submission via website for Mileage 
Reporting Methods 3 

 Un-enroll participants from the demonstration, either voluntarily (e.g., participant moves out of 
state) or for noncompliance with demonstration terms 

 Retrieve devices 

 As part of account management, the participant will perform the following steps: 

 Create an account using the Service Provider’s website 

 Enroll one or more vehicles under the account 

 Select a mileage reporting method (operational concept)  

 Set up the mileage reporting method for their vehicle(s) 

 RUC Processing – the RUC processing functions enable the HiRUC system to calculate RUC 
and estimate gas tax paid.  

► As part of RUC processing, the HiRUC mileage reporting methods will: 

 Declare mileage (via odophoto) 

 Detect mileage (via OBDII plugin or telematics) 

 Send mileage to Service Provider 

 The Service Provider’s systems will: 

 Record transaction data 
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 Reconcile usage to on-road or off-road (if supported by reporting method) 

 Calculate RUC due 

 Estimate fuel consumed and fuel tax paid 

 Report mileage and fuel consumption to HiRUC Admin for use in Road Usage Report creation 

 Road Usage Report Creation – the HiRUC system will create standard Road Usage Reports.  

► Under this group of functions, the HiRUC Admin will: 

 Receive mileage and fuel consumption data from RUC processing 

 Process transaction data 

 Send processed data to the Road Usage Report Generator6 

 The Road Usage Report Generator will 

 Create and store road usage reports 

 Make Road Usage Reports available to Service Providers for distribution (via email) to account 
holders 

► The Service Provider will: 

 Retrieve Road Usage Reports (either files or links) 

 Distribute Road Usage Reports to participants via email and make available online via 
Participant account 

► Pilot System Management – the demonstration system management consists of the HiRUC 
Administration. This team has responsibility for the following functions: 

 Manage stakeholder communications 

 Customer service 

 Identify and recruit potential participants 

 Ensure compliance with demonstration design 

 Manage system performance 

 Evaluate and measure operational performance 

 

 

6 This is described as the “RUR Generator Subsystem” in the System Requirements Specification 
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Figure 7: System Activity Summary 
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5. Usage Scenarios 

The primary purpose of this ConOps is to describe how people 
and organizations might use the system. This section contains 
high-level usage scenarios that illustrate the actions that would 
be taken by drivers, Service Providers, and HiRUC system 
administrators during the key activities required under the 
HiRUC Demonstration. Usage scenarios are provided for each 
major activity within the HiRUC Demonstration system and for 
key RUC account creation and distance data collection 
activities. The usage scenarios are illustrated in Figure 8. 

The description of each operational scenario is organized around the following components: 

► Context 

► Participant activities 

► Service Provider activities 

► HiRUC system administration activities 

► Issues 

5.1. Usage Scenario: Demonstration Participant Sign-up 

Participants will enroll in Part 2 and create an account under which all participating vehicles owned by 
the participant are registered (see Figure 9). Depending on final demonstration design, participants may 
register one or more vehicles under their account.  

Participants enrolling in Part 2 should have easy access to information about the demonstration, its 
purpose and duration, and what types of vehicles may participate.  

Participants may choose the mileage reporting method they want to use, so long as the method is 
compatible with the enrolled vehicle(s). 

Sub-scenarios: 

► Enrolling as a demonstration participant (creating an account on the Service Provider website) 

► Enrolling a vehicle with the Service Provider 

► Selecting a mileage reporting method 

► Enrolling a vehicle as part of a fleet (possible). Note that fleet size for Part 2 will be small, and 
depend on the capabilities of the preferred Service Provider’s system. 
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Figure 8: HiRUC System Usage Scenarios 

 

Figure 9: RUC Enrollment Workflow 
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5.1.1. Enrolling to Become a Demonstration Participant (Creating an Account on the Service 
Provider Website) 

Context: 

In order to become a “participant” in the HiRUC Part 2 Demonstration, volunteers must create an 
account with the selected commercial service provider. 

Participant Activities: 

► Read and understand information about the Part 2 demonstration 

► Create a user account on the Service Provider website 

► Provide contact information (e.g., the Participant’s name, email address, mailing address, mobile 
phone number) 

► Create a password 

► Accept terms and conditions of participation 

Service Provider Activities: 

► Create the user account, ensuring the username (email address) and password work to provide 
access to all Service Provider resources such as websites and apps. 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► None. 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.1.2. Enrolling a Vehicle with the Service Provider 

Context: 

Once a participant has created an account with the Service Provider, they must enroll one or more 
vehicles into the demonstration. 

Participant Activities: 

► Collect VIN (can be found on vehicle dashboard, on engine, and may be printed on insurance 
cards, vehicle inspection receipts, and vehicle registration documents). 

► Enter VIN on Service Provider website 

Service Provider Activities: 

► Receive and store VIN 

► Look up vehicle details (year, make, model) using VIN decoder 

► Determine valid mileage reporting method(s) from VIN 

► Transmit VIN (via API specified in the Interface Control Document) to HiRUC System Administration 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 
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► Receive enrollment information from Service Provider 

► Update Master Database to remove enrolled vehicles from “Part 1” Driving Report eligibility 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.1.3. Selecting a Mileage Reporting Method 

Context: 

Once a vehicle has been enrolled under a participant’s account, the participant must select the mileage 
reporting method they wish to use during Part 2. 

Participant Activities: 

► Select their preferred MRM from among those identified as “compatible” by the Service Provider 

► Install devices, update telematics accounts, or download smartphone app (for odometer photo 
reporting), depending on selected MRM 

Service Provider Activities: 

► Provide a list of compatible MRMs to the Participant (via the Service Provider website), based on 
the enrolled vehicle’s VIN 

► Record the selected MRM 

► Distribute necessary hardware or software 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► None. 

Issues: 

► Not all vehicles will be compatible with all MRMs. The Service Provider should make a 
determination about compatible MRMs based on the VIN of enrolled vehicles, but it is possible a 
participant may be able to select an MRM that does not function correctly with their vehicle. Service 
Providers and HiRUC Administration should be prepared to offer a high level of customer service 
during account set-up and initialization of MRMs. 

5.1.4. Enrolling a Vehicle as Part of a Fleet 

Context: 

Road Usage Report formats will vary depending on the type of vehicle (electric or not), the MRM, and 
whether it is part of a recognized fleet. The varying formats are intended to assist with personalizing the 
information in the Report to make it more useful, and to make the receipt of fleet Road Usage Reports 
more convenient and intuitive for fleet managers. DIT does not identify individual vehicles as being part 
of a fleet, so this information must be provided to either HiRUC system administration or the Service 
Provider by fleet managers.  

Participant Activities (in this instance, vehicle owner activities): 

► Provide VINs for all vehicles in the fleet to HiRUC Administration or the Service Provider. 
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Service Provider Activities: 

► Store a “fleet” flag with the vehicle record 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► Update database record to indicate fleet membership. The record will indicate that the vehicle is a 
member of a fleet as well as the specific fleet to which it belongs. 

Issues: 

► Only fleet managers who are aware of the demonstration and offer the information to the HiRUC 
system administration will have their vehicles identified as belonging to their fleets. 

5.2. Usage Scenario: Manage Accounts 

Sub-scenarios: 

► Change mileage reporting method 

► Change account data (e.g., mailing address, email address) 

► Change or remove vehicle 

► Un-enroll participant (close participant account) 

5.2.1. Change Mileage Reporting Method 

Context: 

This scenario occurs when a demonstration participant wants to change the method by which they 
report mileage. The ability to change mileage reporting methods will not be advertised, but may be 
offered by Customer Service to participants who express dissatisfaction with the method they chose 
during account creation. Participants will be required to switch between Road Usage Report periods. 

Participant Activities: 

► Contact the Service Provider’s customer service staff to request a change to mileage reporting 
method 

► Return any hardware (e.g., plug-in devices) provided for original method. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► Update the mileage reporting method in the Service Provider systems. The change of methods 
should go into effect at the beginning of the next charge period following the request from the 
participant 

► Distribute any necessary hardware or software for the new mileage reporting method 

► Recover any hardware from the original mileage reporting method. 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► None. 

Issues: 
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► Due to potential complexities inherent in switching between mileage reporting methods, participants 
will be requested to close out a reporting period using their “previous” method and begin with the 
new method on the first day of the next reporting period. 

5.2.2. Change Participant Account Information 

Context: 

This scenario occurs when a demonstration participant needs to change their contact information, or 
when a participant forgets their account password. 

Participant Activities: 

► Log onto Service Provider website and update account information 

-OR- 

► Call Service Provider Customer Service and request to update account information. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► Update information in the participant account records. 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► None. 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.2.3. Changing or Removing a Vehicle from the Demonstration (Without Quitting the 
Demonstration) 

Context:  

A demonstration participant wishes to remove their vehicle from the HiRUC Part 2 demonstration or 
add a vehicle after the demonstration is underway. The demonstration participant is responsible for 
notifying the Service Provider or the HiRUC System Administration. 

Participant Activities: 

► To add a vehicle7: 

► logs into the Service Provider website and add a vehicle/select MRM  

-OR- 

► Contacts Service Provider customer service and requests to add a vehicle/selects MRM. 

► For added vehicles, receives and sets up hardware or software necessary for the selected MRM 

► To remove a vehicle: 

 

7 The exact actions undertaken by a Participant to add/remove vehicles once the demonstration is underway will depend on 
the specific functionality provided by the selected Service Provider’s website. 
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► Logs into the Service Provider website and removes the vehicle 

-OR- 

► Contacts Service Provider customer service and requests to remove the vehicle 

► In both cases, Participant returns hardware such as plug-in devices, as applicable 

► Service Provider Activities: 

► Adds or removes vehicle (as requested) from the participant’s account 

► For added vehicles: 

► Looks up VIN 

► Provides list of eligible MRMs to the participant 

► Distributes requisite hardware/software 

► For removed vehicles: 

► Removes vehicle from participant account 

► Retrieves hardware such as plug-in devices 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► None. 

Issues: 

► None.  

5.2.4. Un-enroll Participant 

Context: 

This scenario occurs when a participant wants to resign from the demonstration or at the conclusion of 
the demonstration. 

Participant Activities: 

► Contact Service Provider Customer Service and request to be removed from the demonstration 
(during the demonstration). 

► For all un-enrollments: return devices to the Service Provider or delete smartphone app, depending 
on MRM. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► Close out the participant’s account, including: 

► Retrieve any hardware issued for the mileage reporting method 

► Send final mileage report to HiRUC Administration 

► Enquire about and log participant’s reason for resigning from the demonstration 

► Delete account data from Service Provider systems (unless participant affirmatively opted in to data 
retention for research purposes). 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 
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► Issue final Road Usage Report. 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.3. Usage Scenario: Road Usage 

Context: 

As part of the demonstration, road usage will be measured for the purpose of generating a Road Usage 
Report. The Road Usage Report will illustrate the cost of a road usage charge (RUC) and compare it to 
the current cost of the state and, if applicable, county motor fuel excise. The RUC will be based on 
distance driven and (TBD) county of registration. 

Participant Activities: 

► Drive. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► None. 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► None. 

Issues: 

► Accurate maps defining private roads may not be readily available. Service Providers should 
disclose their mapping capabilities and limitations to participants, and a dispute resolution process 
put in place by the Service Provider and HiRUC Administration for resolving claims of inaccurate 
off-road mileage calculations. 

5.4. Usage Scenario: Distance Data Collection 

Context: 

This component addresses how distance data is collected and transmitted to the Service Provider 
systems. 

Participant Activities: 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1 (OBDII plug-in device with GPS) – ensure device is properly 
plugged into the vehicle’s diagnostic port 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #2a (OBDII plug-in device without GPS) – ensure device is properly 
plugged into the vehicle’s diagnostic port 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #2b (native vehicle telematics) – ensure telematics account is 
enabled and actively collecting data 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #3 (odometer photo): 

► submit a “start-up” set of images (initial odometer image and photo of VIN plate) 

► receive a quarterly text message from the Service Provider when it is time to submit a new 
odometer image 
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► submit quarterly odometer images, using the app or website as directed by the Service Provider. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1 and #2a, receive distance messages from in-vehicle devices 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #2b, either8: 

► Receive “push” odometer messages from telematics system, or 

► “pull” odometer message from telematics system 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #3, receive odometer image from participant 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► None. 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.5. Usage Scenario: Calculate Road Usage Charge and Generate Road Usage Reports 

5.5.1. Calculate charges 

Context: 

As part of the demonstration, road usage charges will be calculated from measured distance driven for 
the purpose of generating a Road Usage Report. The Road Usage Report will illustrate the cost of a 
road usage charge (RUC) and compare it to the current cost of the state and if applicable, county, 
motor fuel excise. The RUC will be based on distance driven and (TBD) county of registration. 

Participant Activities: 

► None. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1, determine number of chargeable miles 

► Calculate RUC from distance data 

► Estimate fuel consumption 

► Estimate fuel tax paid 

► Transmit data to HiRUC Administration 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► Specify rate(s) for RUC. There may be separate rates by county if counties opt in to the 
demonstration. 

► Receive charge data from Service Provider. 

 

8 The exact tasks required to complete this scenario for Mileage Reporting Method #2b will depend on the technology solution 
offered by the Service Provider. 
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Issues: 

► There is the potential for either state or county-level gas tax rates (and by extension RUC rates) to 
change during the demonstration. Current rates will be specified by HiRUC Administration and 
communicated to the Service Provider. 

5.5.2. Create and Distribute Road Usage Reports 

Context: 

Once the road usage charges are calculated from measured distance driven, a Road Usage Report will 
be generated and sent to registered vehicle owners. The Road Usage Report will illustrate the cost of a 
road usage charge (RUC) and compare it to the current cost of the state motor fuel excise. The RUC 
will be based on distance driven and (TBD) county of registration. Road Usage Reports will be 
distributed via SMS or email to demonstration Participants. 

Participant Activities: 

► The registered vehicle owner receives a Road Usage Report for the aggregate distance driven 
during the most recent driving period (one month or one quarter).  

► If multiple vehicles are registered at the same address or as part of a defined fleet, charges for all 
vehicles are reflected on the Road Usage Report. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► Retrieves Road Usage Reports from the HiRUC System Administration and sends to participants9. 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► Creates the Road Usage Reports and makes them available to the Service Provider. The Road 
Usage Report layout and specific contents will vary depending on which segment a vehicle belongs 
to. Vehicle segments are defined in the Business Rules Document. If a vehicle is part of a defined 
fleet, all vehicles that are part of the fleet that are eligible to receive a Driving Report for the covered 
period will be listed on a single Driving Report. 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.5.3. Collect/Report Data 

Context: 

Aggregated driving, RUC and fuel consumption data will be used by HiRUC Administration to evaluate 
various aspects of the demonstration’s performance. 

Participant Activities: 

► During initial account creation, affirmatively opts-in to have detailed data retained for research 
purposes (optional) 

 

9 Service Providers will have the option of retrieving and storing .pdf files on their own systems, or using a secure link to 
HiRUC system administration servers to insert Road Usage Report .pdf into monthly/quarterly distribution email. 
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Service Provider Activities: 

► Submits periodic reports to HiRUC Administration. The periodicity of reports is defined in the 
Business Rules Document and the format of reports is defined in the Interface Control Document 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► Loads data into system and performs data validation 

► Performs data analysis to complete the Pilot Evaluation or to respond to ad hoc enquiries from 
stakeholder. 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.6. Usage Scenario: Encourage Compliance 

Context: 

Aggregated driving, RUC, fuel consumption, and distance reporting10 data will be used by HiRUC 
Administration to evaluate various aspects of the demonstration’s performance. The distance-reporting 
data will be used to determine participant compliance with the demonstration design. 

Participant Activities: 

► None. 

Service Provider Activities: 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #1, 2a, 2b: Monitors device performance to identify potentially non-
compliant Participants (e.g., unplugged OBDII plug-in devices) 

► For Mileage Reporting Method #3: Monitors compliance with scheduled odometer photos 

► Contacts potentially non-compliant Participants to determine if they are having difficulties with 
program requirements, or if they have malfunctioning hardware 

► Reports potentially non-compliant participants to HiRUC Administration. 

HiRUC System Administration Activities: 

► Monitors compliance rates. 

Issues: 

► None. 

5.7. Failure Conditions 

Technical failure in the demonstration is most likely to occur at the interfaces between various 
subsystems (e.g. Service Provider-held data and the HiRUC database). The HiRUC systems will need 

 

10 Distance reporting data consist of reports of (1) reporting frequency, (2) “skipped” reports, (3) loss of device connectivity, 
and (4) loss of telematics account connectivity, depending on the mileage reporting method. 
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to test the robustness of the API used to transmit data from the Service Provider to the HiRUC systems, 
and clearly define required data formats.  

It should be noted that any technical failures should not be considered failure of the demonstration. 
Rather, technical failures should be observed, documented and communicated to HiRUC 
Administration.  

The HiRUC database design incorporates self-diagnostics to monitor for failure, and will impose 
rigorous data validation on imported data to ensure only valid data is used for the demonstration. When 
failures occur, the system should be able to continue functioning, albeit with reduced service or 
functionality. The failure conditions included here are known possibilities. As-yet unknown failure 
possibilities may also exist. 

5.7.1. Failure at HiRUC System 

Disasters, extended power failures, or widespread IT problems could cause HiRUC’s systems to be 
down for some period of time. Given that Road Usage Reports will only be generated periodically (e.g., 
monthly), this eventuality should not be noticed by most drivers. 

Redundancy of utilities (uninterruptable power supply and power generators), IT equipment (backup 
servers), and off-site as well as on-site data backup should be provided by the system.  

5.7.2. Failure at Service Provider system 

Disasters, extended power failures, or widespread IT problems could cause HiRUC’s systems to be 
down for some period of time. Given that Road Usage Reports will only be generated periodically (e.g., 
monthly), this eventuality should not be noticed by most drivers. 

Redundancy of utilities (uninterruptable power supply and power generators), IT equipment (backup 
servers), and off-site as well as on-site data backup should be provided by the system.  

5.7.3. In-vehicle hardware failure 

Hardware failure and unintentional removal of OBDII plug-in devices will cause a cessation of distance 
data collection and reporting to Service Provider systems. The Service Provider will monitor data 
collection and device health messages, and coordinate closely with participants to replace defective 
hardware. 

5.7.4. Vehicle telematics system failure 

Hardware or software failure, or telematics account loss (distinct from RUC account) will cause a 
cessation of distance data collection and reporting to Service Provider systems. The Service Provider 
will monitor data collection and device health messages, and coordinate closely with participants to 
maintain consistent reporting. 
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6. Summary and Next Steps 

This document has provided a high-level overview of operations 
of Part 2 of the Hawaii Road Usage Charge Demonstration 
Project. The key characteristics of the system were described 
and critical operational scenarios outlined.  

The mileage reporting methods, scenarios and systems 
described should all be updated as demonstration design is 
refined. For example, discussion of fleet registration, non-
location-based distance reporting, the account update process, 
and timing of Road Usage Reports should be revised after the 
Service Provider is selected and their technical offerings are fully 
understood. 
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